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Context 

● I work as a teaching assistant in Reception/Year 1 

class at All Saints Marsh Academy in Newton Abbot which is part of the Learning 

academy Partnership. 

● Children learn to read in the class I am in EYFS/Year 1 through Read write inc. 

● The school promotes RfP by ensuring that a non negotiable is that 

all staff share a story daily with the children. This is either quality 

picture books or a fiction book. 

● The school has a wide range of books available in the school library 

which has vibrant displays showing that the children in the school 

enjoy reading. 

● All classes throughout the school have designated book corners 

with a range of fiction and non-fiction books. 

● We as a school celebrate the love of reading daily and enjoy the World 

Book Day activities that celebrate the day to day work we do. 

● I decided to choose to focus on Read Aloud as my area of research as I 

have always loved reading these types of stories to my own children. I love how the 

children in class are engaged when I pick up a book!! I wanted to share my love of 

reading further and make reading aloud more than just once a day so it was part of 

the school routine throughout the day. I wanted to ensure this was not just left to 

the end of the day and I wanted to consider how I could let the children 

become involved in their choice of book that was 

shared. 

OU Research Inspiration and Rationale 

In carrying out this research, I focused on the TaRs 

(Cremin et al, 2014) recommendations that teachers should have: 

● A reading for pleasure pedagogy which includes: 

● Social reading environments 

● Reading aloud 

This research has helped me develop my passion for knowledge of different children’s 

books and how I could develop the reading corner. I hoped both of these would help 

me to inspire the children to further develop a love of reading. 



Aims 

My aims were as follows: 

● To encourage the children to be inspired by the book corner and to 

establish the confidence to pick up a book independently and enjoy it. 

● To allow children to express their love of the book through 

prompts like story spoons, story sacks and finger puppets. 

● To create a reading community to support 

reading for pleasure and allow the children to “Buddy up” and 

enjoy reading together. 

● To allow children to be passionate about the stories they 

choose and to be able to share these 

with their peers. 

● To give the children the opportunity to discover which 

type of story they will enjoy. 

● To create a reading community to support reading for 

pleasure. 

● To begin to establish a clear reading for pleasure 

routine. 

Outline 

● In the beginning I started to choose 2 books myself to read to the children. After 

choosing the books I got the children to vote for which 

book they wanted me to share with them. The choice was 

made by putting a cube on the book they wanted to 

listen to. The most cubes on the book indicated the 

winner. 

● This strategy would happen up to 4 times a day. The 

children soon recognised the time in which we did this and they would look forward to 

these times within their routine of the day. 

● To establish the routine and make it special we would go into the book corner with 

cushions and cuddly toys to ensure it was a down time for the children and they could 

relax and get maximum enjoyment from the book being shared. 

● Once the children were established with this routine, I then began to let the children 

choose 2 books for the others to vote on. This engaged the children further and let 

them have total ownership of the books being read. 

● At the end of the day, the children would vote what their favourite story was of the 

day. This book would then take pride of place on top of the bookcase. 

● The 5 books over the week would be displayed as “Our Favourite 5 Books of the Week” 

● On Fridays, I would choose a mystery book which would be wrapped 

up in brown paper to add some suspense and excitement. The children 

would always choose this one! This helped build up their excitement and 

anticipation of choosing new books to share. 



Impact 

This project has really helped me with the start of my focus on establishing reading for 

pleasure within the class community. What I found: 

● The children really enjoy the sharing of stories, especially the voting and them 

engaging in the vote. Their surprise and sometimes disappointment in what book their 

peers have chosen is evident and provided a great talk point and the start of book talk 

conversations. 

● The children now independently use the book corner instead of walking past it. They 

act out the stories they have heard over and over again or retell the stories from 

their memory to their peers. 

● The book corner has been revamped and is more appealing. The approach to what 

books are in the book corner has changed. We have adopted a less is more approach. 

With fewer books to choose from and more suitable texts for the age range within 

the class the class is more engaged as readers. 

● The display in the class has a range of photos of children reading at home and quotes 

about the book they are reading to ensure it is child led. 

● Displays contain pictures of the front covers of the chosen books that we have 

enjoyed together so there is a memory line of the books enjoyed. This has proven to 

be a conversation starter for the children when they are in the book corner as they 

remember their favourite stories and notice books in common. 

● The Reading Agency and the TaRs research (Cremin et al 2014) show that Reading for 

Pleasure builds empathy and improves well-being. 

● Reading to 4-5 year olds more frequently has been shown to lead to higher reading, 

maths and cognitive skills at age 8-9 (Kalb and van ours , 2013) 

● There is considerable evidence that reading aloud to children enables them to process 

challenging content, text features and vocabulary. 

● We need to recognise the affective impact of reading aloud to “reassure, to entertain, 

to bond, to inform or explain, to arouse curiosity and to inspire (Trelease, 2013, p.4) 

Reflections on the impact TaRs research had on practice. 

● The impact during this research has shown me that the children in my setting have 

already broadened their interest in books. The children’s excitement when they chose 

books ready for the vote is incredible. Children have moved from 

the groans of me telling them I am going to read a story, to the 

delight and enthusiasm on their faces when they take turns in 

choosing the stories they would like to hear. 

● This project has shown me how to promote the love of books throughout the provision 

to ensure it is embedded, not just in the book corner. 



● Books now frequent the maths area, emotions and 

friendships display, topic tuff 

trays, on the science wall and 

leading to the outdoor 

environment in the form of a 

newly built Reading garden! 
 

● Previous to starting this 

work I was already passionate about mindfulness and 

mental health and The Reading Agency research has confirmed my thoughts. Reading 

for pleasure can increase empathy, improve relationships with others, reduce the 

symptoms of depression and improve wellbeing throughout life. 

● I have begun liaising with KS2 staff about how they implement Reading Aloud within 

their day and the results showed me how this involves reading a class book daily which 

is read at numerous times of the day including: the beginning, before Literacy and at 

the end of the day. It is important that this time is established to ensure read alouds 

are cherished. Staff choose books from their knowledge and after conversations on 

the children’s interests. 

 

Next Steps 

● I will continue to display the favourite 5 books within the 

book corner and regularly review and change books to keep 

the engagement. I will also encourage other members of 

staff to try the same approach. 

 
● After the pandemic I want to 

look at what different aspects of reading material can go home 

with the children so they can get different experiences of 

reading within the wider world such as magazines and papers. 

 

● I hope to send story bags home with the children at the weekends, complete with bear 

and hot chocolate to cherish and build read alouds at home with their families. 

 
● I want to explore the year 5 and 6 reading buddies 

starting to share books with the younger children once 

bubbles in school can be crossed again. 

 

● The school reading dog will also hopefully play a big role 

in supporting the love of reading. 



● My next steps in research include liaising with staff about their own book corners and 

how they use their reading aloud time during the day. Staff are also interested in the 

“Book Vote” and this might be encouraged throughout the school. Staff have also 

expressed that they would like more book talk discussions and getting the children to 

write reviews, to have help with making book corners more inviting. I want to 

encourage children to read at home and school more often and ways to appeal to and 

share the love of reading practices we have established in the lower school with upper 

KS2. 

 

● To consider running a book club on children’s literature for staff to increase their 

subject knowledge. 
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